
Where can we vote for ForumNG in core?
by Amir Elion - Saturday, 6 February 2010, 02:30 PM

Is there a place in the tracker to vote for ForumNG to be included in  
core instead of regular forum or at least alongside it?
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Re: Where can we vote for ForumNG in core?
by Anthony Borrow - Saturday, 6 February 2010, 03:31 PM

 Amir - AFAIK, there is nothing that would prevent them from being  
installed side-by-side. I have not looked at the various changes in  
functionality but would say that it may be best to create an issue in  
the tracker as improvements to the forum one feature at a time. In  
any case, the tracker is the best place to start and of course you 
may want to chat with Sam Marshall who is the current primary  
maintainer of the forumng plugin. Peace - Anthony
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Re: Where can we vote for ForumNG in core?
by Tim Hunt - Saturday, 6 February 2010, 04:30 PM

Anthony, I think the question is, should forumng complete replace  
the current Moodle forum in, say, Moodle 2.1.

(I think the answer is yes.)

It would be good to get a tracker issue going, so people who agree  
can start voting. I don't think there is one yet.
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Re: Where can we vote for ForumNG in core?
by Anthony Borrow - Saturday, 6 February 2010, 05:23 PM

 Tim - I went ahead and created MDL-21538 so that those 
interested can watch, comment, and vote on the issue as 
appropriate. It would probably be good if someone raised this as a 
topic for discussion on Moodle.org (if it has not been done already 
in the forums and mention the issue number there as well) Peace -  
Anthony
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